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About This Game

Roundabout is a '70s B-Movie game where you drive a constantly revolving limousine! Pick up passengers, find secret
collectibles, take on dangerous missions, and fall in love in an open world puzzle adventure. Roundabout is the debut title from

No Goblin, a studio founded by designers of games like Destroy All Humans!, The Gunstringer, and Rock Band!

In Roundabout, you need to pick up passengers and drive them to their destinations. The catch: your limousine is constantly
spinning in circles! To move around in Roundabout, you need to time your limousine's movement with the constant rotation in

order to curve around obstacles, buildings, and more.

Set in 1977, Roundabout tells the rise to fame story of Georgio Manos, arguably the world's most famous revolving chauffeur.
While driving players around the town of Roundabout, players will learn about the dizzying highs, terrifying lows, and secret

loves of a revolving limousine driver. You'll experience the seventies in the only authentic way possible: with full motion video
set in the interior of a limousine.

Features

Drive a constantly revolving limousine through the crowded streets of Roundabout.

'70s B-Movie Full Motion Video throughout the game adds a new spin to a classic rise to fame story.

Open world puzzle action, featuring dozens of twisty streets, collectible pickups, and purchasable properties.

Upgrade your limousine with new hats, horns, and paint jobs.

A full suite of challenges to compete against your friends in.

Dedicated eSports speedrun mode. Roundabout is the only official eSport endorsed by a talking skeleton.

Big Head Mode. Also a number of equally fun game modifiers and extras that are not Big Head Mode.
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DON'T BUY IS NOT FULL GAME. The game is not full it ends with a cliff hanger and there is NO SEQUEL.
 It was a good game and there is quite a bit to it. However one of the comments posted a response from a Dev saying they ran
out of money and never finished the game or made a sequel.. MY Opinion: 8.5-10 . A great indie,casual\/puzzle game with a
nice music blend. Done well.
Pros:
Great Sountrack.
Easy to pick up.
Great replayability (Better with friends).
Cool stylized art style.
Cool Concept.
Local play (YES CONTROLLER SUPPORT :D!)
Great Price.

Cons: (That i can live with)
No Ai to play against as far as im aware of.
No leaderboards
No Online play. fun addictive, chilling game. $5 well spent. When it runs, the software gives excellent results but it often won't
run. I've been using RealityCapture for a year or so now and enjoy its speed and the quality of the reconstructions. However, I
have had issues with the Steam version, it often crashes or loses connection to Steam, causing me to lose my work. It appears the
Steam version of RealityCapture has been having this issue for quite a few months now 
https://steamcommunity.com/app/489180/discussions/0/1696048426815193753/.

I still recommend RealityCapture, as I said the final models are my favorite of any similar software. But I recommend you
purchase it from their website, not the steam version.. Your family just cannot keep out of supernatural trouble. This time, it is
your niece who needs your help. Seems that all the teachers at her boarding school have vanished and the other children are
acting very strange. Seems the former mansion might be haunted\u2026

Plot is entertaining, HO scenes fun, and the minigames challenging. Probably should purchase in the bundle. (When they add it
to the bundle\u2026)
. dev seems to be gone
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Firstly, well done and please keep up the good work with this project. So far I have thoroughly enjoyed the difficulty involved
with simply surviving the maps.

As someone with limited experience in top down shooters, I am quite literally a sitting target for the enemy and so I have to rely
on grinding quests, mining and potentially crafting in order to remain strong enough to compete in combat with opponents even
5 levels below me ( Tech level permitting ). Its a matter of who kills who first, fight/flight and strafing don't seem a viable
option for me yet, so I must play cautiously. Other players may of course have the knack to dodge fire and strafe while still
being able to hit their targets :P

I have reached a point where I am attempting to attain honourable with The Syndicate in order to purchase one of their vessels
and I am glad that there are such things as reputation and sufficient reason to pursue it.

While the main quest only lasted a matter of minutes before I was seemingly left alone by my contact in control of this vessel
and without much direction. Some might view this as being left to their own devices and therefore, unrestricted by a storyline. I
happily give it a 6/10 for now, with many hours of free-roaming fun ahead.

Thumbs up,

Ante.. nice litle time killer with good music. Had a 90% discount coupon, so paid the equivalent of what I wouldn't even bend
down to pick up if it fell out of my wallet.

You basically tilt the screen left or right to move two basketballs that bounce around, crushing mice below.
You try and beat your score.

That's pretty much it - the basketballs are pretty clunky to try and get moving in any way that would allow you to get massive
scores.

Feels like a game that would have taken an afternoon to make, but somehow the credits list 3 people as working on it?. Every pc
gamer who loves controller should have this.. Is there any patches?. this ♥♥♥♥♥ baller
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